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Abstract

Tides exhibit variability over time. This study proposes a methodology for selecting

a representative timeframe for tidal range energy analyses, when constrained to a

typical, short-term, lunar month-long period. We explore how the selection of partic-

ular timeframes skews findings of energy assessments, especially for cross-comparisons

across studies. This exercise relies on metrics assessing the magnitude and variability

of a tidal signal relative to longer-term nodal cycle quantities. Results based on UK

tide gauges highlight that tide characteristics exhibit significant variations temporally

within a lunar month. Relative to quantities of tidal elevation standard deviation or

average potential energy, values can vary by 15% and 30% respectively. For each lu-

nar month, interquartile range values for tidal height and energy can deviate by 45%

from the mean. Spatially, we observe a satisfactory correlation only once sufficient

constituents are considered. In that case, a representative timeframe can be identified

for comparative tidal range scheme assessments within the same tidal system. In con-

trast, timeframes with high tidal variability distort individual project performance,

particularly under fixed operation. The methodology, if integrated to marine energy

resource and environmental impact assessments, would deliver marine power gener-

ation insights over a project lifetime that enable robust design comparisons across

sites.
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Nomenclature1

2

EMk,j
array of theoretical tidal range energy entries Ei within Mk,j3

GMk,j
array of extractable tidal range energy entries E0D,i within Mk,j4

RMk,j
array of tidal range entries Ri within Mk,j5

PE temporally averaged wave potential energy per unit surface area (Wh/m2)6

PEk temporally averaged wave potential energy per unit surface area for wave ele-7

vation represented by the kth constituent (Wh/m2)8

R mean annual tidal range (m)9

z height to the water column centre of mass (m)10

{V0 + u}i equilibrium argument for ith constituent at time zero11

As tidal range structure impounded surface area (km2)12

C predicted capacity (W)13

CF capacity factor14

Dm,n Kolmogorov-Smirnov two-sample test statistic15

Ei available tidal range energy per unit surface area for a tidal range Ri (Wh/m2)16

Emax theoretically available potential energy for a tidal range structure per unit17

surface area (Wh/m2)18

F form factor19

fi node factor of the ith constituent20

FX ,m cumulative distribution function of m-size sample X21

g gravitational acceleration (m/s2)22

h water surface depth to the datum (m)23

Hm0 significant wave height (m)24

IQR interquartile range25

N nodal cycle26
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Ns number of sluice gates27

Nt number of turbines28

P50 median29

Pmax turbine rated power (W)30

Ri tide range over the ith transition (m)31

W1 1-Wasserstein distance32

Mk,j jth lunar month corresponding to a tidal segment reconstructed using k con-33

stituents34

MAE mean absolute error35

NRMSE normalised root mean square error36

R2 coefficient of determination37

RMSE root mean square error38

t time (s)39

Greek symbols40

αi mean amplitude of the ith constituent (m)41

η water elevation of tidal signal (m)42

ηe expected generation efficiency factor43

ηg,i generation efficiency factor over the ith transition44

ηi predicted water elevation (m)45

η̂i observed water elevations (m)46

µ mean of (discrete) observed water elevations (m)47

µη mean of (continuous) predicted water elevations (m)48

ωi angular speed of the ith constituent (rad/h)49

ηg lunar-montly generation efficiency factor50

ϕi phase lag of the ith constituent (rad)51

ρ water density (kg/m3)52
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Subscripts53

D Dm,n metric54

k Number of constituents55

r approach of current research56

W W1 metric57
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1. Introduction58

Tides are very long waves characterised by a variable energy density which de-59

pends on regional and local wave transformation effects over complex bathymetry.60

As tidal elevations or velocities amplify above certain feasibility thresholds, they can61

be perceived as an attractive energy source, particularly given their predictability.62

Marine energy developments there could contribute significantly towards a net zero63

energy system [1]. Generally, tidal energy technologies can be classified into ‘range’64

or ‘stream’ variants. In the former, the objective is to harness the tide’s potential65

energy at sites of amplified resonance [2]. In the latter, the target is the conversion66

of kinetic energy that is present within high velocity currents driven through tidal67

streaming or hydraulic gradients [3]. In this study, we are motivated by efforts to68

harness potential energy through tidal range structures proposed at coastal regions69

of sufficient resource and depth for siting hydro-turbines. Their operation principle70

entails exploiting periodically a head difference between elevations of water bodies71

across a tidal barrier. This head difference drives the flow through low head hydro72

turbines, generating electricity [4].73

Assessment of tidal energy technologies, including optimisation and impact quan-74

tification of specific engineering designs, relies on numerical modelling of their opera-75

tion in time [5, 6]. Hydrodynamic modelling is an integral component of such assess-76

ments. However, factors including bathymetry, open boundary and atmospheric forc-77

ing, alongside spatial resolution are potential sources of sea surface height and other78

prediction uncertainties [7]. In particular, tidal forcing at model boundary conditions79

is typically informed by a limited set of constituents that is varying across studies80

(Table 1). Furthermore, simulations are applied over short time frames (i.e. in the or-81

der of weeks or months) given computational and practical constraints when running82

hydrodynamic models [8, 9]. When using hydrodynamic modelling that introduces83

tangible computational constraints, these assessments tend to simulate finite periods84

in the order of a lunar month (i.e., ≈29.53 days [10, 11]). This is a sufficient duration85

to discern the principal lunar and solar tide constituents (M2, S2), even though more86

constituents are often used within the analysis. Results from these studies are in turn87

extrapolated to draw conclusions regarding performance and project feasibility. How-88

ever, the selection of appropriate simulation periods and the essential constituents to89

support modelling that leads to robust conclusions is not currently based on concrete,90

evidence-based guidance.91

This study aims to address this gap. We investigate the significance of (a) the92

tide harmonic constituent set used in tidal elevation signal reconstruction, and (b) the93

specific date interval, i.e. timeframe, selected for robust tidal range energy and impact94

assessments. This sets our research question as the identification of a representative95

tidal signal spanning a lunar-monthly period in terms of its variation of tidal range,96
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its potential energy, and the extractable tidal range energy relative to a nodal tidal97

cycle [12].98

2. Background99

There are numerous studies associated with tidal range energy (Table 1), but very100

little is mentioned on the rationale behind performing simulations over a certain time-101

frame [13], or the determination of average tide conditions. Usually, the simulation102

timeframe of hydrodynamic modelling studies is based on the presence of validation103

data. More generally, the significance of having sufficiently long period signals are104

highlighted in Haigh et al. [14]. They investigate the global contribution of the 18.61105

year nodal cycle and the 8.85 year cycle of lunar perigee on extreme tidal levels. In106

our study, we instead focus on signals with a duration of a lunar month due to a107

range of practical engineering constraints. With such a short interval, the uncer-108

tainty associated with energy quantification increases, partially due to the quadratic109

relationship between the tidal range and potential energy (see Eq. (8)). We present110

below examples from studies that motivate this research.111

Burrows et al. [9] considered the conjunctive operation of five major tidal bar-112

rages on the west coast of the UK. The addition of three constituents aside from the113

principal M2 and S2 (which were used in their analysis), provide noticeable levels of114

energy source, indicating that these should be considered for more accurate resource115

assessments. It should be noted that in the simple case of solely using M2 and S2 over116

a lunar month, the tidal signal becomes periodic. Complexity arises when additional117

constituents that take longer to resolve are introduced over a constrained analysis118

timeframe.119

Mejia-Olivares et al. [15] explored the tidal range energy resource of the Gulf of120

California, Mexico and showed that when reducing the number of constituents from121

13 to the principal M2 and S2 the maximum tidal range and the mean tidal range122

reduces from 8 to 5 m and from 5 to 4 m respectively in the northern part of the Gulf.123

For energy, when considering all model constituents the potential annual energy yield124

ranges from 20 to 50 kWh/m2 across different locations, while using only M2 and S2125

constituents returns on average -10 to -13 kWh/m2 lower resource.126

Cornett et al. [16] investigated changes in tidal hydrodynamics at the Bay of127

Fundy, Canada in the presence of tidal range energy lagoons. Ten constituents were128

considered to reconstruct sea surface elevations in the open ocean boundary. Cornett129

et al. [16] acknowledged that the addition of constituents beyond M2 provides more130

realistic predictions and more accurate assessments. The duration of the simulations131

was limited to the same 15 day-period (≈ half a lunar month), arguing that the132

spring and neap tides contained in this interval were very close to long-term average133

conditions. However, a definition of what constitutes such average conditions was not134
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reported.135

Xue et al. [17] reported that the difference between maximum and minimum energy136

outputs of tidal range structures over spring-neap cycles can be in the order 25%. In137

turn, the study defined a representative period for annual generation estimation as the138

cycle with the smallest deviation from the time-averaged annual output. However,139

this approach solely focuses on the aggregate energy output and does not provide140

insight into how representative the tidal elevation signal can be relative to long-term141

variability.142

More recently, Mackie et al. [18] made use of representative tidal level defini-143

tions from the National Tidal and Sea Level Facility [19] (e.g. Mean high/low water144

springs/neaps) across several locations around the UK to identify an appropriate145

interval to assess multiple tidal range designs at various locations. Again, this iden-146

tification relies on a handful of discrete values with limited insight to the variations147

over spring-neap cycles, motivating further research.148

For completeness, relevant UK-based and international studies that report on the149

number of constituents and simulation time frames as part of tidal range and/or150

energy assessments, are summarised in Table 1.151

3. Methodology152

The aim of the study is to present a methodology to determine representative153

tide conditions that can be applied for a more robust tidal resource and power plant154

operation performance characterisation in the UK and, by extension, to other coastal155

regions of tidal energy interest internationally. The approach we adopt is as follows:156

1. We employ harmonic analysis to extract the most influential constituents across157

tide gauge sites along the UK coast, where substantial observational records are158

available. In turn, tidal signals are reconstructed based on different constituent159

sets and applied as input in the analysis that follows.160

2. We quantify tidal wave quantities of interest (tidal range R, significant wave161

height Hm0 , tidal range energy E and average potential energy PE - see Section162

3.4) as metrics to evaluate periods used for the analysis.163

3. We perform simulations of tidal power plant operation, by applying a 0-D mod-164

elling approach, to investigate the link between the available resource magnitude165

and its variability to the practically extractable energy E0D.166

4. We assess three different strategies to rank candidate lunar months within the167

nodal cycle; namely, the Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic (K-S), Wasserstein dis-168

tance (W1) and a custom method based on the tidal quantities we prioritise169

as representative for magnitude and variability. These are used as metrics to170

provide a rating for a particular timeframe in terms of how representative it is.171
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Table 1: Examples of modelling studies related to tidal range resource. Columns include percentage

differences of averaged potential energy PE, tidal range energy E variability (IQR), and rating

scores of study periods relative to Section 3.5. Tidal signals were reconstructed using the 12 leading

constituents and the signal duration was adjusted to the reported timeframe ∆t.
Studies Cons. Simulation Timeframe ∆t ∆PE

†

PE(N,12)

∆IQR(E)†
IQR(E(N,12)

Rating ∗∗ Location Lat, Lon

Start Date (M)∗ (%) (%) RSr RSD RSW (oN,oE)

UK Studies

Aggidis and Benzon [20]a,

Aggidis and Feather [21]b,

Petley and Aggidis [22]b

4∗
3

- 12.4 - - - - -

Angeloudis and Falconer

[23]c
- 06/03/2005 1 3.1 42.3 0.47 0.51 0.22

Angeloudis et al. [4]c,d,

Baker et al. [24]e
8∗

4
06/05/2003 1 -3.9 -23.3 0.61 0.47 0.67

Angeloudis et al. [25]b 8∗
5

06/05/2003 3 -4.4 -19.7 0.47 0.32 0.42

Angeloudis [26]b 9∗
5

06/05/2003 2 -5.3 -25.7 0.44 0.15 0.39

Burrows et al. [27, 9]a 2, 5∗
6

- 1 - - - - -

Mackie et al. [28]b 8∗
4

01/01/2018 1 -2 -37.3 0.62 0.40 0.43

Mackie et al. [18]e 8∗
4

14/01/2002 2 2.2 -11.2 0.77 0.86 0.80 Avonmouth, UK (51.51, -2.71)

Xue et al. [29]b - 17/01/2012 0.5 -3.2 -8.8 0.88 0.74 0.83

Yates et al. [30]a 2∗
2

- - - - - - -

Xia et al. [31]a - 10/03/2003 0.5 10.1 73.5 0.31 0.55 0.28

Xia et al. [32]e - 05/05/2003 0.25 -32.3 -45 0.48 0.31 0.57

Bray et al. [33]e ,Zhou

et al. [34]e
- 01/03/2005 0.5 17.6 33.3 0.28 0.63 0.35

Čož et al. [35]e - 19/01/2012 0.5 -5.7 -4.6 0.82 0.74 0.89

Gao and Adcock [36]e 1∗
1

- - - - - - -

Idier et al. [37]f 14∗
7

01/01/2009 12.4 0.02 6.83 0.67 0.43 0.27

Non-UK Studies

Huang et al. [38]c 8∗
4

17/06/2018 1.7 -5.2 -25.8 0.32 0.38 0.31 Sandy Hook, USA (40.47, - 74.01)

Lee et al. [39]g 5∗
8

01/15/2003 1.9 3.84 -12.57 0.39 0.33 0.31 Annapolis, USA (38.96, -76.45)

Neill et al. [40]a 5∗
8

01/01/2019 12.4 -1.05 -6.8 0.56 0.21 0.26 King Sound, AU (-16.89, 123.65)

Cornett et al. [16]f 10∗
9

26/07/2009 0.5 -12.11 -65.90 0.54 0.57 0.54 Five Islands, CA (45.39, -64.06)

Mejia-Olivares et al. [15]a 13∗
11

1/12/2015 12.4 -1.25 -1.57 0.61 0.53 0.52 Santa Clara, MX (31.49, -114.48)

Park [41]e 8∗
4

- 1 - - - - - Sihwa Lake, KOR (37.32, 126.61)

Bae et al. [42]c,d 21∗
12

01/02/2009 1 3.9 14.57 0.62 0.41 0.55 Sihwa Lake, KOR (37.32, 126.61)

Rtimi et al. [43]e 11∗
10

15/08/2019 0.5 -12.10 -25.25 0.70 0.42 0.60 La Rance, FR (48.62, -2.02)

a Energy resource assessment, b Operation optimisation, c Tidal energy operation modelling, d General coastal

modelling, e Environmental/Hydrodynamic impacts, f Sea level rise. ∗ Approximate values are used based on content

with M denoting lunar months. †∆PE = PE(∆t, 12)− PE(N, 12), ∆IQR(E) = IQR(E)(∆t, 12)− IQR(E(N, 12)

Constituents sets: ∗1 M2, ∗2 [M2, S2], ∗3 [M2, S2, K1, S1], ∗4 [M2, S2, N2, K1, Q1, O1, P1, K2], ∗5 [M2, S2, N2, K1,

Q1, O1, P1, K2, M4], ∗6 [M2, S2] and [M2, S2, N2, O1, K1] for 0-D and 2-D simulations respectively, ∗7 [Mf , Mm,

Msqm, Mtm, O1, P1, Q1, K1 M2, K2, 2N2, N2, S2, M4], ∗8 [M2, S2, N2, K1, O1], ∗9 [M2, S2, N2, K1, Q1, K2, L2,

2N2, ν2, M4], ∗10 [M2, S2, N2, K2, K1, O1, P1, Q1, M4, MS4, MN4], ∗11 [M2, S2, N2, K2, K1, O1, P1, Q1, M4,

MS4, MN4, Mf , Mm], ∗12 [M2, S2, K1, O1, N2, K2, P1, Q1, M1, J1, OO1, 2N2, µ2, ν2, L2, T2, Mf , Msf , Mm, Ssa,

Sa]

3.1. Tidal signal reconstruction172

Tides are a regular and predictable phenomenon in the form of very long waves173

that arise from the gravitational forces between the Earth, Moon and Sun. The174

periodic motions in this system determine the various frequencies, and therefore pat-175

terns, at which tidal waves occur. Using harmonic analysis these patterns can be176

broken down to their tidal constituents, represented by an amplitude and a phase177

[44]. The water elevation of any tidal signal at any location and at arbitrary time can178

be reconstructed as [44]:179

η(t) = h+
k∑

i=1

fiαicos(ωit+ {V0 + u}i − ϕi) (1)
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where h is the mean surface level above the datum, fi is a node factor to account180

for the effect of the nodal cycle on the amplitude of constituent i, {V0 + u}i is an181

equilibrium argument for constituent i at time zero, αi is the constituent’s mean182

amplitude of the nodal cycle at the location, and ωi, ϕi the angular speed and the183

phase lag of the constituent at the location behind the corresponding constituent at184

Greenwich.185

In this study harmonic analysis is conducted using the Python package uptide186

[45] to reconstruct tidal signals at 46 tide gauge stations across the UK as in Fig.187

2. Harmonic analysis determines the amplitude and phase of tidal frequencies using188

a Least Squares Regression approach [45]. Tide gauge data provided by the British189

Oceanographic Data Centre (BODC ) [46] are utilised in the reconstruction process.190

The start date has been chosen arbitrarily as 01/01/2002 00:00:00. The duration of191

the recorded time series excluding invalid values in the reconstruction process varies192

from 2.2 to 16.3 years (depending on the availability of recordings as displayed in193

Fig. 2). The recordings at tide gauge locations can be intermittent and certainly194

do not span a sufficient duration to cover a nodal cycle. As such, tidal elevation195

signal reconstruction becomes essential to create continuous elevation signals over196

the entire nodal cycle. We compare these against observed water levels at tide gauge197

locations. An example of these time-series (including a varying number of leading198

constituents comparison is presented in Fig. 1, where the tidal range Ri recorded by199

the ith transition from high water to low water and vice versa is annotated.200

Table 2 presents an example of the amplitude (α) and phase (ϕ) of the most influ-201

ential constituents at two locations, namely Avonmouth and Llandudno (i.e. Points202

1 and 11 of Fig. 2). Constituents are perceived as influential assuming they are of203

appropriate amplitude and period to affect tidal conditions within a lunar month. It204

is instructive to introduce a ‘participation percentage quantity’, αi/Σα, relative to205

the aggregate amplitude of known constituents as an indication of influence to the206

tidal signal over the timescales considered. As expected for UK waters, on all tide207

gauge locations, the principal semidiurnal constituents M2, S2 and N2 are prevailing208

in this order. Aside from the principal semi-diurnal constituents, the contribution209

of the remaining constituents varies in rank relative to their participation percent-210

age. For instance, in Avonmouth, where the estuary becomes narrower and the basin211

depth shallower, shallow-water overtide constituents become more influential com-212

pared locations, e.g. Llandudno, where the stream-wise channel is less constricted.213

Indicatively, the MS4 participation factor in Avonmouth is almost twice that recorded214

at the Llandudno station.215

3.2. Statistical parameters216

Four error metrics are used to statistically evaluate the accuracy of reconstruc-217

tion; the Root Mean Square error (RMSE), the Normalised Root Mean Square Error218
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Table 2: Constituent information extracted from tide gauge records from BODC [46], for Avonmouth

and Llandudno. α/Σα and PE/ΣPE are percentages of related variables (amplitude and potential

energy) that indicate the overall contribution to the aggregate amplitude (Σa) and average energy

flux (ΣPE) for k = 16.

Avonmouth Llandudno

1‘ Constituents Origin T αi αi/Σα PEi/ΣPE ϕi αi αi/Σα PEi/ΣPE ϕi

[44] (h) (m) (%) (%) (o) (m) (%) (%) (o)

Diurnal:

K1 Luni-solar 23.93 0.07 0.8 0.0 132 0.12 2.3 0.2 173

O1 Lunar 25.81 0.07 0.8 0.0 14 0.11 2.1 0.1 49

Semidiurnal:

M2 Lunar 12.42 4.29 46.0 83.3 197 2.69 51.8 86.2 307

S2 Solar 12.00 1.53 16.4 10.5 259 0.87 16.8 9.0 351

N2 Lunar 12.66 0.77 8.3 2.7 183 0.52 10.0 3.2 284

K2 Luni-solar 11.97 0.42 4.5 0.9 236 0.24 4.6 0.7 328

L2 Lunar 12.19 0.30 3.2 0.4 181 0.12 2.3 0.2 328

T2 Solar 29.96 0.10 1.1 0.0 253 0.05 1.0 0.0 344

λ2 Lunar 12.22 0.16 1.7 0.1 176 0.05 1.0 0.0 319

2N2 Lunar 12.90 0.10 1.1 0.0 171 0.07 1.4 0.1 260

µ2 Lunar 12.87 0.51 5.5 1.1 253 0.01 0.2 0.0 77

ν2 Lunar 12.63 0.19 2.0 0.2 146 0.12 2.3 0.2 286

2SM2 Shallow 11.61 0.15 1.6 0.1 80 0.03 0.6 0.0 222

Higher-Order:

MS4 Shallow 6.10 0.24 2.6 0.2 17 0.07 1.4 0.1 230

M4 Shallow 6.21 0.26 2.8 0.3 343 0.11 2.1 0.2 180

2MS6 Shallow 4.09 0.16 1.7 0.1 320 0.01 0.0 0.0 44
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Figure 1: Elevation-time reconstructed signals at Avonmouth, Severn Estuary, UK vs recorded data.

Indicatively, Ri is the predicted tidal range (in this case annotated for the 12 leading constituent

signal) of the ith transition from low to high waters and vice versa. (a) Over a day. (b) Over a

spring-neap period of 14.76 days.
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Figure 2: Map of tide gauge monitor points utilised for the analysis alongside the corresponding

form factors for classification of tides. Bathymetry (m) in 1/3600◦ resolution from the GEBCO [47]

dataset. Tide gauge sites are ordered based on the magnitude of their aggregated amplitude Σα. The

form factor F =
αK1

+αO1

αM2
+αS2

where αi, the amplitudes of harmonic constituents for i ∈ {M2,S2,K1,O1}
is indicated. For F < 0.25 tides are classified as semidiurnal; while, for 0.5 < F < 1.5 as mixed-

mainly semidiurnal.
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(NRMSE), the Mean Absolute Error (MAE) and the coefficient of determination (R2),219

defined as220

RMSE =

√∑n
i=1(η̂i − ηi)2

n
(2)

NRMSE =

√∑n
i=1(η̂i − ηi)2√∑n
i=1 (ηi − µ)2

(3)

MAE =

∑n
i=1 |η̂i − ηi|

n
(4)

and221

R2 = 1−
∑n

i=1(η̂i − ηi)
2∑n

i=1 (ηi − µ)2
, (5)

where n is the length of data set, µ is the mean of observed water elevations, η̂i the222

observed values and ηi the predicted ones. Notably, NRMSE is preferred to RMSE in223

order to provide a fair comparison given the variation of the tidal range magnitude224

across tide gauge stations.225

Figure 3: Sketch of notation employed in this study. (a) Notation of η elevation-time interval. The

tidal cycle index indicates the start of the interval at the beginning of M2 cycle j. (b) Representative

month corresponding to an η elevation-time interval. x denotes whether the tidal range characteris-

tics (R, Hm0) or energy (E, PE) are considered as the quantity of interest. The subscript ‘metric’

indicates the strategy to identify the representative month.
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3.3. Representative lunar month definitions226

In setting out this study, we consider that a nodal cycleN of 18.6134 years contains227

13137 M2 periods, with T = 12.42 hours. A lunar month M of 29.53 days contains 57228

M2 tidal cycles. The approach taken here assumes that a lunar month segment can229

start at the beginning of any M2 periods forming the nodal cycle, and thus we consider230

13137 lunar cycles. Fig. 3a illustrates how these quantities are used as arguments231

in defining the water elevation time series interval η(∆t, k, j) and the notation for232

representative lunar months as elaborated in the following sections.233

3.4. Target representative quantities234

As tides are very long waves, we adopt some widely used coastal wave statistics.235

For example, tidal range itself corresponds to wave height, and the tide elevation236

standard deviation from MWL would refer to the significant wave height Hm0 .237

3.4.1. Tidal range238

3.4.1.1. Tidal range magnitude R239

The tidal range magnitude Ri is defined as the difference between high and low water240

in the ith transition from elevation peaks to troughs or vice versa (Fig. 1a). As in Fig.241

1b, tide signals of multiple constituents are not sinusoidal, and they vary over short-242

and long-term timescales according to each constituent’s amplitude and phase. If we243

consider the distribution of Ri per lunar month, a relatively short-term period of 57244

M2 cycles, it becomes clear that the distribution is non-Gaussian (Fig. 4). However,245

by observing the same distribution over the significantly longer nodal cycle (e.g.246

Fig. 4d for 12 constituents) a quasi-normal distribution emerges as per the Central247

Limit Theorem. Given our constraint to a finite period, we adopt non-parametric248

approaches (see Section 3.5) to compare lunar-monthly to nodal quantities. We denote249

as R⃗(M,k, j), arrays containing the tidal range Ri of every transition i within the jth250

lunar month M reconstructed using k constituents. Similarly, R⃗(N, k, 1) is the set of251

Ri values over the nodal cycle N .252

3.4.1.2. Significant wave height Hm0253

The set of Ri is a discrete set of values relying on the peaks and troughs of the signal;254

however, this can omit information regarding the shape of the wave. In acknowledging255

this, the significant wave height Hm0 , is considered based on its common application256

to coastal wave characterisation as in Defne et al. [48]. Hm0 is defined using the257

standard deviation ση from mean water level as:258

Hm0 = 4ση (6)

where,259
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Figure 4: Tidal range histograms for Elevation time signals at Avonmouth and Llandudno under (a,

e) 2, (b, f) 4, (c, g) 8, and (d, h) 12 constituents (selected in order of a descending magnitude) for

a lunar month (grey) and a nodal cycle (black). Cyan bars illustrate the distribution of R based on

available observations. The normalised frequency is the the number of entries in each bin divided

by the total number of counts and the bin width. The bin width is equal to 0.1 m.
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ση =

√∫ ∞

−∞
(η − µη)2f(η)dη (7)

where µη =
∫∞
−∞ ηf(η)dη the mean and f(η) is the probability density function of the260

tidal signal segment η(∆t, k, j), with arguments ∆t, k, j as defined in Fig. 3.261

3.4.2. Tidal range energy262

In this section, we consider the ambient and extractable energy acknowledging263

that the latter would be affected by turbine efficiency considerations over variable264

tidal conditions.265

3.4.2.1. Available tidal range energy E266

For contextual purposes, tidal elevations can be used as an input to determine the267

potential energy that can be extracted under the operation of a tidal range power268

plant [49]. The theoretically available potential energy per unit surface area contained269

in a tidal range structure over a tidal range Ri, neglecting any form of losses can be270

quantified as [50]:271

Emax =
1

2
ρgR2

i (8)

where ρ is the fluid density, g is the gravitational acceleration. Given the quadratic272

relationship between Ei and Ri, similar frequency distribution trends are observed273

between these two parameters at the different constituent sets. The range of Ei for 2274

constituents is narrow with high accumulation in minimum and maximum values (as275

in Fig.4a for R). With increasing k distributions become wider. Indicatively, the max-276

imum Ei for 12 constituents is approximately 30% and 40% greater for Avonmouth277

and Llandudno respectively compared to the case of 2 constituents. Furthermore, we278

observe significant differences in their mean value over the nodal cycle. That is, the279

mean of Ei for 12 constituents is 11% more compared to 2 constituents in Avonmouth280

and 5% in Llandudno.281

Consistently to the notation for the arrays of tidal range values, we denote as282

E⃗(M,k, j) and E⃗(N, k, 1), arrays containing the theoretical available energy Ei within283

the jth lunar month M and the nodal cycle N respectively.284

3.4.2.2. Average potential energy PE285

As with Ri, Ei relies on discrete points rather than the entire tidal signal. We thus also286

consider the average potential energy contained over time in tidal waves. Considering287

the wave shown in Fig. 5, integrating over time, the potential energy of a wave288

averaged over an interval ∆t = ti+1 − ti is [51]:289

PE(ti,∆t) =
1

∆t

∫ ti+∆t

ti

ρg(h+ η)2

2
dt (9)
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Figure 5: Definition sketch for (a) the total wave potential energy, (b) the elevation profile for the

maximum theoretically extractable energy operation (red) and (c) the impounded area elevation-

time signal for a two-way operation (green) associated over a period T .

Noting that the depth h contributes to the hydrostatic energy of the water column290

and our focus is solely on the potential energy of the surface wave, h can be excluded291

by considering as datum the mean water level (MWL). For completeness, in the case292

the sea surface η is represented by k constituents, the average potential energy is293

given by294

ΣPE =
ρg

16

k∑
i=1

H2
i (10)

in which Hi = 2αi is the wave height of each constituent. Similarly to the amplitude295

of constituents we define a participation percentage PEi/ΣPE to account for the296

influence of constituents on the total average potential energy as in Table 2.297

3.4.3. Extractable tidal range energy E0D298

Having established the basic tidal wave quantities, we investigate the link between299

the technically extractable energy through the operation of tidal range structures and300

the available resource. Our approach hypothesises the deployment of idealised tidal301

lagoons at sites that feature promising levels of potential energy to be exploited (Fig.302

2). Neill et al. [2] assumes a minimum acceptable annual yield of 50 kWh/m2 based303

on an average R̄ = 5 m. We adopt a more conservative approach with a minimum304

R̄ = 7 m, based on previous proposals such as the Swansea Bay tidal lagoon that305

were narrowly dismissed on feasibility grounds despite their greater tidal range. This306

threshold returns a minimum acceptable annual yield of 94 kWh/m2. A constant307

impounded surface area As = 1 km2 is assumed. The deployment of schemes of308

this scale is considered small and thus we assume that regional tidal hydrodynamics309

are not affected. Furthermore, we assume that this hypothetical scheme will not be310

influenced by intertidal area effects [15, 16], meaning that the water volume in the311

impoundment linearly varies with the water depth [15].312

In quantifying the portion of the theoretical potential energy that can be extracted313
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we proceed to simulate the operation of tidal range structures, using the 0-D modelling314

of Angeloudis et al. [25]. The 0-D model is based on an explicit backward finite315

difference approach which adheres to the principles of mass conservation. This method316

essentially uses the head difference to determine the volume exchange between the317

seaward and impounded water levels at a given timestep. This type of modelling is318

commonly used in tidal range energy and optimisation studies [20, 25, 8, 21, 30, 49]319

due to its high computational efficiency.320

As we consider idealised schemes, certain decisions must be made on the hydraulic321

structure configuration to ensure consistency across sites [28]. This requires the de-322

termination of a sensible number of turbines and sluices gates [52], subject to the323

available potential energy [15]. We follow the methodology used in Neill et al. [40]324

to determine a desired configuration based on the average potential energy. The325

predicted capacity is defined as326

C = ηe
ρgAsR

2

TM2CF

, (11)

where ηe is the expected generation efficiency, R is the mean annual tidal range and327

CF is a capacity factor. We set ηe = 0.40 following the estimate of 37% by Burrows328

et al. [9] for a two-way operation. In turn, acknowledging economic feasibility con-329

straints we choose CF = 0.20, providing a break even target for the installed capacity.330

The number of turbines and sluice gates is empirically defined as Nt = C/Pmax and331

Ns = Nt/2 respectively, with Pmax the turbine rated power, in compliance with the332

available resource by setting the turbine rated head to 0.8×R. This modulation of333

rated head is introduced to ensure a fair comparison across sites tailoring the tur-334

bine parametrisation to the respective site. More details on the turbine Hill chart335

parametrisation can be found in Aggidis and Feather [21] and Angeloudis et al. [25],336

which are omitted here for brevity.337

A two-way operation regime (see green line of Fig. 5) is considered, as the corre-338

sponding generation window covers a greater proportion of the tidal cycle compared339

to one-way generation and preserves the tidal range conditions within the impound-340

ment as much as possible [2]. Moreover, it represents the default operation for recent341

proposals and studies [25, 17, 23, 28, 40]. Finally, as the plant performance asso-342

ciates with the power plant mode scheduling [40], we consider two operation control343

strategies; one fixed/conservative and one flexible/adaptive. For the fixed control, we344

set a holding period of 3 hours both under ebb and flood conditions. In turn, these345

parameters are optimised for the tidal range plants at each location. The optimisa-346

tion of operation follows the approach of [8, 28], adopting an energy maximisation347

objective function spanning two-cycles of operation. The 0-D model was forced using348

reconstructed signals in the locations considered for k ∈ {2,4,8,12}. Simulations, were349

subjected to 10 tidal cycles of spin-up and then spanned the same full nodal cycle350
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with starting point 01/01/2002 00:00:00.351

As with Ei and PE, we define equivalent metrics associated with the technically352

extractable energy. The 0-D energy output prediction over a period ∆t = ti+1 − ti is353

given by:354

E0D,i(t,∆t) =

∫ ti+∆t

ti

P (t)dt (12)

where P (t) the power output. Each tidal cycle consists of two transitions; one from355

HW to LW and vice versa. Thus, in correlating E0D,i comparative to Ei we consider356

the associated energy over half tidal cycles; that is, we set ∆t = T
2
. E0D,i is in turn357

aggregated in G consistently with the tidal range and potential energy quantities.358

Next, we define the average 0-D energy output over an arbitrary period ∆t as359

E0D(ti,∆t) =
1

∆t

∫ ti+∆t

ti

P (t)dt, (13)

rendering it comparable to PE (Eq. (9)). In examining the generated energy360

relative to the available resource over each transition i, we define the efficiency factor361

ηg,i =
E0D,i

Ei

, (14)

and by extension, we denote as ηg the lunar-monthly efficiency.362

3.5. Metrics363

We apply three nonparametric metric-based approaches to assess the representa-364

tive quantity distributions, spanning the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, the Wasserstein365

distance, and a custom approach we introduce. The former are widely applied distri-366

bution statistics, while the latter is based on the quantities of Section 3.4.367

3.5.1. Kolmogorov-Smirnov test368

The two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test is one of the most commonly used369

goodness-of-fit methods for quantifying the resemblance of two distributions [53] by370

comparing their cumulative distribution functions (CDFs). The K-S test computes371

the statistic Dm,n:372

Dm,n = max |FX ,m(x)− FX ∗,n(x)| (15)

i.e. measures the maximum discrepancy corresponding to empirical CDFs (FX , FX ∗)373

of the samples X and X ∗ (of size m and n respectively). This approach is sensitive374

to detect differences in both the location and the shape of the empirical cumulative375

distribution functions of the two samples [53].376
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3.5.2. Wasserstein distance377

The p-Wasserstein distance Wp is another measure of similarity between distribu-378

tions. [54]. Wp can be defined in several ways based on the order p; the interested379

reader is refereed to Ramdas et al. [55] for a detailed description. In this study380

we focus on the 1-Wasserstein distance. Consistent to the notations of Dm,n the381

1-Wasserstein distance of two random samples is382

W1 =

∫
R
|FX ,m(x)− FX ∗,n(x)|dx (16)

i.e., equal to the area between the two CDFs.383

3.5.3. Custom metrics on magnitude and variability384

Finally, we introduce two metrics for the magnitude and variability based on the385

quantities of Section 3.4. For magnitude, we use the median P50; that is, the 50th386

percentile value, preferred as a resistant measure that is not strongly influenced by387

a few extreme values. For variability, we use the interquartile range (IQR), a non-388

parametric resistant measure of spread of data [56]. This measures the range of 50%389

of data, discounting the lower and upper 25th and 75th percentiles respectively. The390

first metric, M1, makes use of the discrete quantities so that X ∈ {R⃗, E⃗ , G⃗} as391

M1 = α× |P50(X )− P50(X ∗)|+ β × |IQR(X )− IQR(X ∗)| (17)

where α and β are weight factors ( in this case α = β = 0.5). M1 effectively392

considers the 1-D array X over a particular period (e.g. a lunar month M) relative393

to the equivalent X ∗ of a different duration (e.g. a nodal cycle N).394

We then consider a second metric, M2 based on Y ∈ {Hm0, PE,E0D} as395

M2 = |Y − Y∗| (18)

where Y ,Y∗ represent the same quantities over a different timeframe.396

Focusing on tidal range R as an example, X = R⃗(M,k, j) and X ∗ = R⃗(N, k, 1)397

in Eq. (17). In turn, in Eq. (18), Y = Hm0(M,k, j) and Y∗ = Hm0(N, k, 1). By398

extension, in the case of tidal range energy, the X and Y arguments are replaced by399

the equivalent E⃗ sets and PE values.400

3.6. Rating lunar month periods401

Having established these metrics, we can identify the most representative lunar402

month M relative to a nodal cycle N . Using an iterative approach that considers403

each lunar cycle, values of Dm,n, W1, M1 and M2 are calculated for varying k and404

target representative quantities (tidal range, available energy, extractable energy).405
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Figure 6: Comparative metrics of predicted and observed water elevations in the top ten locations

with the highest aggregated amplitude Σα. (a) Root mean square error (RMSE). (b) Normalised

root mean square error (NRMSE). (c) Coefficient of determination R2. (d) Mean average error

(MAE)

As the range of values for each metric varies we define a rating system to facilitate406

comparison. This entails a normalisation process whereby the rating score RS over407

the jth lunar month is given as408

RSmetric,j = 1− min(metric)−metricj
max(∆metric)

(19)

where metric ∈ {M1,M2, Dm,n,W1}. In doing so, we obtain a rating scale from409

0 (poor) to 1 (excellent). For the custom approach we denote RSr = (RSM1 +410

RSM2)/2. For all metrics, the corresponding timeframe of the maximum RS value411

is selected as the optimal representative lunar month. We denote the elevation time-412

series corresponding to this period as MR
k,r and ME

k,r regarding tidal range and energy413

quantities respectively as per Fig. 3b). Accordingly, we denote MR
k,D, MR

k,W and414

ME
k,D, M

E
k,W , for the maximum ratings RSD, RSW of Dm,n and W1 respectively.415

4. Results416

4.1. Validation of harmonic analysis reconstruction417

Reconstruction of tidal signals is performed across sites where BODC data is418

available. The contribution of constituents beyond the leading (i.e. most dominant)419
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k = 12 in the total amplitude are marginally influential as presented in Table 2. Thus,420

given further data gaps in tide gauge records that add to the uncertainty, we consider421

k = 12 as the baseline for our analysis. NRMSE and R2 for the locations of highest422

range are shown in Fig. 6 with respect to k. The largest NRMSE and the smallest R2
423

were predicted at Avonmouth where Σα is greatest (8.98 m). This is also expected424

due to the pronounced non-linear shallow water hydrodynamics present at estuarine425

regions. As expected, the greater the k number, the lower the NMRSE, and the larger426

the R2, corresponding to greater correlation between modelled and recorded tidal427

surface elevations. We can see that for k ∈ {1, ..7} the curvature of the corresponding428

plots is steep suggesting a significant influence. Indicatively, the absolute percentage429

differences of metrics for k = 12 relative to k = 2 are on average 5.7% and 58.7% for430

R2 and NRMSE respectively. The equivalent percentage differences for k = 16 are431

5.8% and 61.4% respectively, and thus of marginal improvement.432

4.2. Effect of tidal signal duration on target representative quantities433

As in Fig. 4, there are noticeable differences in the lunar-monthly and nodal434

distribution of Ri. This motivates investigating sensitivity in extending the tidal435

signal timeframe, and evaluating resemblance against the nodal distribution. We436

apply Eq. (15) and consider tidal signals of a variable timeframe but with a fixed437

start date (01/01/2002 00:00) for k = 12. In Fig. 7a the cumulative distribution438

functions (CDF) of 1-, 2 and 6-month samples, as well as the point where the K-S439

metric Dm,n value is recorded. We notice that, 1- or 2-month samples deviate from440

the nodal cycle distributions by a Dm,n of 0.12 and 0.07 respectively. Increasing441

the sample duration to 6 months results contains Dm,n to 0.04. A more detailed442

quantification of the differences in distributions is depicted in Fig. 7b which presents443

how Dm,n varies under tide signals of varying lunar month timeframes. We notice in444

general, a downward trend as the signal duration increases.445

In Fig. 7b) for the timeframe of a single lunar month, Dm,n varies from 0.04 to446

0.26. Effectively, the best possible value (0.04) of one lunar month samples is equal447

to the Dm,n of the randomly selected six-month sample of Fig. 7a. Effectively, MR
12,D448

provides a good resemblance to the nodal CDF as validated in Fig. 7c. Equivalent449

conclusions are obtained when we investigate the behaviour ofW1, as presented in Fig.450

7c,d. The CDF of MR
12,r is also plotted in Fig. 7c with a satisfactory correspondence451

to the nodal distribution. In Fig. 7b,d we see the values of Dm,n and W1 lying at the452

lower margin of the metric value for MR
12,r, M

R
12,D and MR

12,W .453

4.3. Representative month identification and observations454

Focusing on tidal range and energy statistics, we observe how these vary spatially,455

subject to the consideration of different constituent sets k. Fig. 8 presents how the456

PE and IQR(E⃗) of the representative months ME
k,r for k ∈ {2, 4, 8, 16}, deviates from457
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Figure 7: Comparison of tidal range distributions at Avonmouth for signals spanning varying lunar

months (M) relative to a nodal cycle case for 12 constituents. (a) Cumulative distribution functions

(CDFs) of random lunar month samples of varying duration (1,2 and 6M). (b) Dm,n vs signal

duration. (c) CDFs of representative months for different metrics. (d) W1 metric sensitivity to

signal duration. In (b) and (d) error bars indicate the uncertainty range when start dates of tidal

signals are variable. The green line indicates the values for signals starting on 01/01/2002 00:00:00.
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the a baseline signal, reconstructed for k = 12 spanning a nodal cycle N . The range458

of PE(M, 12, j) varies by 13.8% - 30% (with an average value of 21.2%) across gauges459

(Fig. 8c). Interestingly, we notice that the tidal range energy variability using IQR460

exhibits a much higher variation of over 45% (Fig. 8a). Despite the deviation range461

across gauges, we observe a convergence to baseline predictions for both PE and462

IQR(E⃗), once k ≥ 8.463

The MAE across gauges for k = 8 with regards to PE and IQR(E⃗) is 0.7% and464

4.7% respectively. The latter would be considered acceptable given additional non-465

tidal uncertainties. For k = 16, we obtain equivalent MAEs as for k = 8, affirming466

the convergence to representative months beyond this point for the UK tidal system.467

While the above results refer to the potential energy content, equivalent results are468

acquired for tidal range quantities. In Fig. 8 the case of MR
12,r is included to highlight469

that the relative errors do not vary from the baseline. Accordingly, this extends470

to observations for Hm0(M, 12, j) and IQR(R⃗(M, 12, j)) (results are not plotted for471

brevity) for both their ranges of deviation across all locations as well the convergence472

when applying MR
k,r and ME

k,r. In fact, for 12 out of the 46 locations MR
k,r and ME

k,r473

correspond to the same timeframe.474

We then examine the application of metrics Dm,n and W1 on capturing the rep-475

resentative nodal quantities of interest. We observe minor discrepancy compared to476

MR
k,r and ME

k,r for different k values. Indicatively, the PE and IQR(E⃗) of ME
12,D and477

ME
12,W differs from the equivalent quantities of ME

12,r by 0.8% and 2% on average.478

Considering the metric Dm,n, tidal range and energy representative months for k ≥ 8479

coincide across all locations. In the case of W1, we have agreement in 25 gauges and480

the rest display a very good rating when applied simultaneously.481

4.4. Analysis timeframe impact on expected power generation482

In correlating the available resource with the influence of tidal signal variability483

on extractable energy outputs, lunar-monthly energy outputs E0D,i were calculated484

for each idealised power plant for both fixed and flexible two-way power generation485

operation. Given the annual energy threshold of 94 kWh/m2 as previously stated,486

only the top 11 gauges of Fig. 2 are included in this analysis.487

First, we quantify the available and technically extractable energy and assess their488

relationship using the Spearman correlation coefficient (rs; [57]). The sites considered489

exhibit a rs from 0.92 to 0.97 when comparing E⃗(N, 12, 1) and G⃗(N, 12, 1). Fig. 9a and490

b illustrate an example of this strong correlation in Avonmouth. Relative regression491

lines are fitted to explore trends between datasets (Fig. 9b). For a fixed operation,492

R2 = 0.94 between actual data and the estimated second order polynomial regression493

response. In the case of flexible operation, R2 = 0.91 using a linear relationship.494

Fig. 10a illustrates how IQR(E⃗(M, 12)) affects the generation efficiency ηg at495

Avonmouth. Under a fixed operation, ηg reduces with the increase of IQR(E⃗(M, 12));496
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When power generation optimisation is considered, this effect is mitigated. By exten-497

sion, Fig. 10b explores correlations between ηg and IQR(E⃗(M, 12)) across sites. The498

average rs under fixed operation is equal to -0.85, indicating a very strong negative499

correlation. In contrast, under flexible operation the average rs = −0.49; that is,500

a moderate negative relationship, indicating that the optimisation tangibly corrects501

this trend.502

4.5. Spatial sensitivity of representative month target quantities503

Having established the representative months, we investigate the spatial varia-504

tion for implications to engineering assessments (e.g., tidal range plants). Fig. 11505

illustrates the spatial behaviour of representative months in Avonmouth. We observe506

that when these are applied simultaneously across tide gauge sites, corresponding507

errors for PE, E0D and associated IQR are confined. Indicatively, the MAE in PE is508

0.7%, 1.5% and 0.9% for ME
k,r, M

E
k,D and ME

k,W respectively. While, the corresponding509

errors in IQR(E⃗) are 5.5%, 5.0% and 6.5% respectively. Additionally, Fig. 11 pro-510

vides insights into how the representative months perform under a flexible generation511

regime, over those periods. Indicatively, the MAE in E0D is 0.9%, 1.6% and 1.2%512

for ME
k,r, M

E
k,D and ME

k,W respectively. Considering IQR(G⃗), the corresponding errors513

are 7.9%, 7.6% and 5.7%.514

5. Discussion515

5.1. On the reconstructed signals516

The statistical analysis indicates an overall good agreement between observed517

and reconstructed water levels once k ≥ 8 (see Fig. 6) based on related comparative518

metrics values found in existing literature [18]. However, apart from the tidal com-519

ponents that make up the observed system, even if the UK coastal ocean is classed520

as macrotidal [58], there are non-tidal contributions that are neglected in the recon-521

struction process. These include contributions from storm surges [59, 60] as well as522

non-linear wave transformation in shallow regions. These have been quantified as523

3-4% on an annual basis; however, short-term effects over a lunar month could skew524

conclusions. This invariably leads to deviations between observed and reconstructed525

data. This is indicated in Fig. 6, where we observe that the comparative metrics526

exhibit no further significant convergence with the addition of constituents beyond527

around 12. As discussed previously, most uncertainty arises in areas of the greatest re-528

source. This becomes more apparent by observing the RMSE and MAE in Fig. 6a,d.529

We notice that Avonmouth, Portbury and Newport, being closest to the tidal limit530

of the Severn estuary, exhibit the largest deviations, with these being significantly531

greater compared to other sites.532
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Figure 8: Relative deviation of (a) IQR(E⃗(M, 12) and (c) PE(M, 12) of representative months

to the baseline IQR(E⃗(N, 12)) and PE(N, 12) respectively, in tide gauge stations for a varying

constituent set k. Values are plotted based on the representative month at each location. Blue

bars indicate the range of related variables across lunar cycles. Bar charts illustrate the expected

(b) IQR(E⃗(M, 12)) and (d) PE(M, 12) of ME
12,r at all locations. Box plots represent the statistical

range of IQR(E⃗(M,k, j)) and PE(M,k, j) for k = 12 constituents.
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Figure 9: Comparison of E and E0D under fixed and flexible operation. (a) Ei and E0D,i for each

transition in Avonmouth. (b) Ei vs E0D,i in Avonmouth. R2 is the coefficient of determination

between the data and the corresponding regression line. rs the Spearman correlation between

E⃗(N, 12, 1) and G⃗(N, 12, 1).
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Figure 10: Relationship between ηg and IQR(E⃗(M, 12)) under fixed and flexible operation. (a) ηg vs

IQR(E⃗(M, 12, j)) in Avonmouth. (b) rs between the groups containing all ηg and IQR(E⃗(M, 12, j))

over the nodal cycle, for the 11 most energetic locations.
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Figure 11: Comparison of (a) PE(M, 12) vs E0D(M, 12), and (b) IQR(E⃗(M, 12)) vs IQR(G⃗(M, 12)),

for representative energy months for Avonmouth. Blue bars indicate the range of PE and IQR(E⃗);
while, black ones display the range of E0D(M, 12) and IQR(G⃗(M, 12)).
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The accuracy of predicted water levels is critical in any feasibility assessment of533

tidal range plant as well as related environmental impact. Apart from historical data,534

tidal elevation time-series may also be generated from 2-D hydrodynamic models.535

Regardless of their source, other factors may be influential in producing erroneous536

water levels. These include a variety of mechanisms as reported in Hanousek and537

Ahmadian [61], such as substantial wave effects, miscalculations on associated water538

level, faulty readings, incorrect modelling assumptions and improperly identified time539

zone. This motivates further research in comprehensive uncertainty quantification540

with models that seek to account for local hydrodynamics.541

5.2. On the influence of constituent set k on representative months542

In Table 2 we notice that the contribution of constituents for k ≥ 4 in the total543

average potential energy ΣPE is very small. However, focusing on the definition of544

ΣPE, it does not account for phase differences between the different constituents (see545

Eq. 10). It is defined over recurring signals over long-term periods i.e, a nodal cycle.546

It is expected that the contribution of other constituents becomes more noticeable547

over constrained periods when phase differences becomes more significant as indicated548

by Fig 7. Indeed, findings suggest that the constituents set k used for defining repre-549

sentative lunar months has substantial significance to the level of errors in quantities550

of interest against the baseline scenario of k = 12. The results illustrate (Fig. 8)551

that in most cases using 2-4 constituents, the associated ME
k,r can have a large range552

of relative errors that can lead to a major deviation from the actual target represen-553

tative quantities. On the other hand, while maximising the number of constituents554

considered is encouraged, errors are contained above k = 8. Consistent findings are555

obtained when assessing the application of ME
k,D and ME

k,W .556

5.3. On the representative month identification strategy557

Tidal range R, associated energy E and predicted energy output E0D are seen558

to possess a degree of consistency for representative months. An example of this559

consistency is presented in Table 3 which shows the representative rating of energy-560

based representative months in Avonmouth when assessed simultaneously by other561

metrics. These metrics are in turn extended to the extractable energy values for a562

flexible operation as this option captures most of the available resource (see Fig. 9a,b563

and Section 5.4.2 ). All representative months perform well, given their rating is564

≥ 0.80 in all cases. Focusing on the rating values for Avonmouth and considering565

the mean representative month ratings, they show the following relationship: ME
12,W566

> ME
12,r > ME

12,D (with values 0.98, 0.97 and 0.94 respectively). Under a flexible567

operation, this relationship is preserved with corresponding average ratings of 0.90,568

0.88 and 0.83. It appears that, locally, representative months ME
12,r, M

E
12,W , ME

12,D569
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show encouraging performance compared to ratings in studies from literature (Table570

3).571

Furthermore, findings show that representative months for tidal range (MR
k,metric)572

and energy (ME
k,metric) provide equivalent RSmetric for the same timeframe. For RSr573

this is a result of the M2 metric that includes the integration of elevation η quantities574

over the interval for both tidal range and energy quantities. Similarly, Dm,n and W1575

metrics that concentrate on tidal range or energy cumulative distributions, appear576

robust whether we use R or E given the baseline quadratic relationship between the577

two quantities.578

In practice, when comparing tidal range schemes at different locations (e.g., a579

barrage in the Severn Estuary and a lagoon along the North Wales coast) we are580

interested in assessing whether the same lunar cycle could be used for a comparative581

assessment. This could be particularly important when we might have surface eleva-582

tion data for one location and we want to assess the performance of a scheme in a site583

where access to data is restricted. As such, it is instructive to review the behaviour584

of representative months in Avonmouth when applied to the other locations. We585

observe that the deviation margin in the quantities we examine is consistent while586

k ≥ 8 (see Fig. 11 for k = 12). In this way a level of uncertainty (e.g ±11% for587

PE) associated with the available resource is contained when considering the oper-588

ation of tidal range power plants. Extending this to the extractable energy, we see589

that errors to the PE and E0D baseline can similarly be constrained. On the other590

hand, related IQR show a greater degree of variation. This is probably due to the591

influence of local hydrodynamics or other modes of errors as previously mentioned;592

further research accounting for hydrodynamics is required. It should be noted that593

although Portbury (tidal gauge 2) is in proximity to Avonmouth (tidal gauge 1) we594

observe a degree of divergence. A possible explanation for this is the low availability595

of recordings at Portbury (Fig. 2) that could influence the accuracy of the recon-596

structed signal, highlighting how lack of computational data or accuracy is an issue597

towards establishing a reliable tidal signal in engineering applications.598

The qualitative performance of representative months based on Avonmouth when599

rated across the rest of the tide gauge network is statistically explored in Table 3.600

First, for each metric we consider the average value of ratings denoted as RSmetric.601

Taking the mean of RSmetric for each representative month, we notice that they are of602

equivalent magnitude; that is, 0.86-0.87. Under a flexible operation, average ratings603

are 0.87, 0.82 and 0.81 for ME
12,W , ME

12,r and ME
12,D respectively. It appears that the604

use of the combination of our custom metricsM1,M2 as well as the metricsW1, Dm,n,605

in identifying representative periods, maintain overall good average ratings spatially.606

Therefore, they could be used to obtain comparative conclusions across schemes at607

different locations.608
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Table 3: Rating score RS of strategies r, Dm,n and W1 for representative months

ME
12,r,M

E
12,D,ME

12,W in Avonmouth. Variables with overline correspond to the average rating over

the top 11 more energetic locations identified for tidal range energy extraction.

ME
12,r ME

12,D ME
12,W

Tidal Range Energy - (E⃗ , PE):

A
vo
n
m
. RSr 1.00 0.91 0.97

RSD 0.96 1.00 0.97

RSW 0.94 0.91 1.00
11

L
o
c. RSr 0.89 0.86 0.88

RSD 0.88 0.90 0.87

RSW 0.81 0.83 0.87

Flexible operation - (G⃗, E0D):

A
vo
n
m
. RSr 0.94 0.85 0.89

RSD 0.89 0.81 0.91

RSW 0.80 0.84 0.90

11
L
o
c. RSr 0.85 0.81 0.85

RSD 0.81 0.82 0.88

RSW 0.80 0.80 0.86

5.4. On implications for tidal range energy assessments609

The results revealed a large range of deviation of lunar-monthly to nodal quantities610

of interest. Given this margin of deviation, the selection of a particular constrained611

interval for the analysis can result in a major under- or overestimation of the tidal612

range magnitude or the available energy. This indicates the importance of selecting613

a representative period when independent studies are conducted.614

5.4.1. Timeframe selection impact on resource assessment615

We previously summarised the timeframes used in previous studies (Table 1) with616

a view to assess how well the target representative quantities of interest PE and617

IQR(E⃗) are captured. This is not an attempt to question the accuracy of these stud-618

ies but an opportunity to demonstrate the implications of the present analysis. In619

calculating the rating score for each study, our reconstructed signal was sampled over620

the analysis timeframe reported. Taking into account the spatial correlation of rep-621

resentative months, we consider the metrics of the resulting tidal signals (represented622

by k = 12) at Avonmouth as a comparative measure. We observe a variety of differ-623

ences to nodal target quantities. For instance, the simulation period of Angeloudis624

and Falconer [23] returns a relatively small deviation of 3.1% for PE, but IQR(E⃗)625

deviates significantly with 42.3% error and a moderate performance based on the626
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rating of the metrics. Out of the studies reported, only a minority [18, 29] return627

encouraging lunar-month ratings.628

Extending the simulation period in [29] from 0.5M to 1M results in an improve-629

ment of metric values. Indicatively, errors with respect to PE improved from -3.2 to630

-0.8%. However, errors in IQR(E⃗) persist (from -8.8 to 8.6). This highlights again631

that the duration of the tidal signals has a large influence on capturing related nodal632

conditions. It is expected that deviations from nodal cycle target quantities to be re-633

duced in longer timeframes e.g. when considering a year-long duration (12.4 M). For634

instance, in year-long studies [20, 21, 22] where the start date of annual simulations is635

not provided we predict that PE(12.4M, 12) lies between -1.3 and 1.5% to the target636

PE(N, 12). For IQR(E⃗) the corresponding range is from -8 to 8%. This indicates637

that year-long tidal segments are adequate in capturing representative quantities (as638

in Fig. 7b,d). However, this may result in a greater computational cost for associated639

simulations, as a robustly calibrated model would need to be established for extended640

periods.641

5.4.2. Timeframe selection impact on operational performance642

The technical extractable energy from tidal range plants is closely linked to both643

the theoretically available resource and the associated variability as in Fig. 9a and644

the high rs values of Fig. 9b. We observe that operation optimisation primarily645

benefits energy conversion over high resource tidal cycles (e.g., spring tides). This is646

confirmed by the regression lines, where R2 values indicate a very good fit. There647

is consistently superior power generation under flexible operation and only a small648

region of overlap with the fixed operation one. Indicatively, this overlapping occurs649

in the region where Ei lies between 50 - 70 Wh/m2 or equivalently for R between 6 -650

7m. The significance of the influence of spring-neap variability on generated energy651

is highlighted beyond this region.652

A bias in a tidal range energy analysis could stem from tide’s variability (rep-653

resented here through IQR(E⃗)), given that studies to-date prioritise matching the654

mean energy content. Specifically, when IQR(E⃗) is higher, tidal range and associated655

energy are greater. A higher IQR(E⃗) would also lead to a further under-performance656

of fixed operation, as shown by the deviation of fixed/flexible operation in the region657

of Ei > 70Wh/m2 in Fig. 9b that greater variability would promote. Similarly, for658

Ei < 50Wh/m2 there is no significant resource to be exploited, resulting in low energy659

conversion. On the other hand, for an optimised/flexible operation, signal variability660

becomes less of an issue. This is indicated by the linear regression relationship be-661

tween Ei and flexible E0D,i. As the flexible operation makes improved use of the signal662

variations within each tidal cycle, it counteracts the influence of the overall analysis663

timeframe signal variability as per Sec 4.4. These findings indicate the robustness of664

flexible operation adds for the tidal range industry.665
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6. Conclusions666

A methodology for the selection of representative periods for tidal range energy667

assessments at macrotidal sites was presented. Harmonic analysis was utilised to668

reconstruct tidal elevations around UK’s BODC tide gauge network. Three metrics669

were tested to facilitate this, namely the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, the 1-Wasserstein670

distance and a custom metric that accounts for the magnitude and variability of tidal671

ranges and energy over prescribed periods. As part of the analysis, a rating score was672

introduced to evaluate lunar month timeframes within a nodal cycle. We note the673

following:674

• Significant uncertainty arises when comparing tidal characteristics across sites675

over varying lunar month tidal segments. Indicatively, the significant wave676

height (i.e. connected to the elevation standard deviation) and the average677

potential energy within a lunar month can vary by up to 15% and 30% respec-678

tively. The variability of tidal range and energy values over a lunar month is679

greater, exceeding 45%.680

• Reconstructed tidal elevation signals are sensitive to the set of constituents used.681

Taking the UK tide gauge network as an example, a selection of a restricted682

set of leading constituents (i.e. < 4) can correspond to an averaged deviation683

from equivalent nodal cycle quantities of 10.5% and 21.2% for significant wave684

height and potential energy respectively across sites.685

• Once sufficient constituents are acknowledged (≥ 8), constrained tide eleva-686

tion signals correlate well spatially regarding deviations from long-term values.687

Therefore, once a representative month is identified at one location, the same688

period can be used with reasonable confidence to compare against multiple sites689

of the same tidal system. However, studies in the literature have not considered690

the implications of a specific timeframe selection. Through this study, we note691

certain deviations from magnitude and variance of key quantities, which would692

add a quantifiable bias in design assessments.693

• While there is a strong correlation between the available energy resource and694

the extractable energy from a potential tidal range plant, the latter is highly695

sensitive to tidal signal variability under a fixed operation schedule. The con-696

sideration of an optimised, flexible operation schedule allows the analysis to697

overcome this sensitivity.698

• Representative periods based on either tidal range or the potential energy pro-699

vide good approximations to the target quantities of interest. Once identified700

as representative, the same lunar month can be used whether one assesses the701
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response of a tidal power plant to typical tidal range conditions or its energy702

conversion performance.703

Acknowledging harmonic analysis limitations, further work should focus on as-704

sessing whether the conclusions of this study are consistent when introducing the705

uncertainties of regional hydrodynamics models. This becomes valuable when re-706

gions of interest depart from tide gauge stations that leverage extensive observation707

data.708
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